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Alternative rock,pop,folky,groovin,catchy. 11 MP3 Songs ROCK: Modern Rock, POP: Quirky Details:

Caution Cat is a one-man band project started by VJ Jones in May 2006.The plan was to make a cd to

give away to friends and that goal was achived.It was fun creating Put On Your Headphones this summer

so why not keep it going? Caution Cat is born from that notion.Now the goal is to release original music

on cd to give away,sell and to get play from online music  radio websites,etc.Already from internet

distribution many of the songs from Put On Your Headphones have been played in

Canada,England,France,Germany,Spain,Ireland and the US. even before the cd was

manufactured.Being a long time home recording fanatic, it is a real thrill to be able to send music all over

the world at anytime with the click of a mouse.Makes playing in clubs to disinterested beer drinkers pale

in comparison! This project will hopefully expand to include friends/musicians to contribute their talents to

future releases and the occasional live gig.Originally 15 or so songs were written on acoustic guitar for

this cd but they all fell by the wayside once recording started.After turning on the keyboards  the drum

machine,a whole new set of songs emerged.They turned into this CD.Not being a real piano player, this

brought limitations in songwriting but also made for ideas that never would have materialized with a guitar

in hand.Most of the songs were recorded on a Boss BR-8 digital 8-track machine.It uses zip discs for

storage,a media that now seems as dated as the cassette tape.There was a lot of track bouncing to get

the music to fit on 8 tracks.Near the end of recording for this cd, in August, the BR-8 got replaced by a

Zoom 16-track.Two more songs, Falling Out Of My Tree  Them Boxing Gloves were recorded as a test

for the Zoom machine.They got included on this cd because I like them.They are also different from the

rest of the tunes because they were written on guitar; not keyboards.As was the instrumental "Queenie"

There were several other songs dropped from this cd line-up that can be heard at broadjam.com.Just

search Caution Cat on Broadjam to hear them.Those sanples are in stereo and allow individual song

purchase.If you click on the broadjam song titles you can access song lyrics,instrument and song

info.Hope you can find at least one or two songs you like.Well no matter how many more garage bands i

form or join in the future,Caution Cat will be my own little personal monster for creating music.As the kids
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say Peace Out!
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